
Features

MCB350 Double Crank Adjusment Manual Bed

Beds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, height  adjustment by hydraulic system and come with
 full PP(ABS) side railso-drop mechanism. Also PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long 
term basic care needs and to be used for paents who needs caregiver supervision.

Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing Home

Supports SemiSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler posions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°., height adjustment 45-65 cm. For long me use, fowler/sing 
posion prevents paents from ge ng bedsores. With fowler posions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable posioning. Also with f
owler posion,  paents will have beer blood circulaon which will provide faster recovering. Paents can experince an ideal sing posion with adjustment of b
ackrest to 0-70°, therefore acvies like eang, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. 

Side Rails: Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable ge ng in and exing of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side
covered. Its stable constucon and ergonomic holding points help paents to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be 
controlled seperately. It’s developed for those having problem while sing and ge ng up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves 
up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “so drop” feature. While It is up ward posion, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its
auautomac lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired posion considering situaon of the paent on bed. 
The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. 
Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.

Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plasc for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning 
chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from maress 
plplaorm.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.

Maress Plaorm: 4 secons, 3 adjustable plaorm consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. 
The plaorm has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.
Painng and Coang : Construcon and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and 
smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds 
at ease.
ConConstrucon (Body) : Made of steel construcon. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.
Addional Opon: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, ther

efore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportaon. There is space under beds needed for placing lis and overbed tables.

Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusng the bed smoothly and in 
silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted
hits.
MobilisMobilisaon: If you need to move a paent with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic 
need, yet for home care use we provide opons for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effecve opon, beds without castors can be a good choice.


